The purpose of this paper is to ascertain the cost-e ectiveness of semi-Lagrangian advection schemes for a wide variety of geophysical ows at all scales. Our approach is rst, to determine the minimum computational overhead associated with these schemes and then, to examine temporal variability in the Lagrangian and Eulerian frames by employing simple turbulent cascade phenomenologies. The goal is to evaluate whether the Lagrangian variability is su ciently slower than that of the Eulerian frame to overcome the computational overhead. It is found that the most e cient semiLagrangian schemes require a factor of 5-10 times more oating point operations per grid point per time step than the classic second order leapfrog scheme.
Introduction
An evaluation of the cost-e ectiveness of semi-Lagrangian advection schemes is made on the basis of computational e ciency for a given level of accuracy. It has been argued that these schemes circumvent the numerical stability requirements of traditional Eulerian schemes and allow for a time step determined by accuracy considerations alone (Fj rtoft 1952; Wiin-Nielson 1959; Sawyer 1963) . In this work we use turbulent cascade phenomenology to estimate these accuracy limitations. Semi-Lagrangian methods are employed in other disciplines where they are variously referred to as Eulerian-Lagrangian methods or the modi ed method of characteristics (Baptista 1987; Roache 1992) . Finite-element methods where the elements are advected in this manner are known as Lagrange-Galerkin or characteristic-Galerkin methods (Bermejo 1990 , Priestley 1994 , Oliveira and Baptista 1995 . Representative articles can be found in the geosciences (Ewing et al 1984 , Malevsky 1996 and in the general setting of computational uid dynamics (Vreugdenhil and Koren 1993 , Douglas and Russell 1982 , Pironneau 1982 , S uli 1988 , Roache 1992 , Boukir et. al. 1994 .
Although the early development of semi-Lagrangian schemes for atmospheric ows was performed on large-scale models (Robert 1981, Temperton and Staniforth 1987) , where quasi-geostrophic enstrophy-cascade dynamics prevail near truncation scales, there seems to be increasing popularity of the method in meso-and small-scale models (e.g. Tanguay et al. 1990 , Robert 1993 ). Thus we consider a general geophysical setting covering all length scales. In addition, we consider the next generation in meteorological modelling and therefore discuss very high resolution models whose memory requirements are correspondingly large. With the advent of massively parallel distributed-memory computers, it is felt that memory limitations will be less restrictive.
The evaluation of cost-e ectiveness proceeds along two paths. It is rst necessary to determine the computational overhead of the method given similar accuracy requirements. Once this is accomplished we examine characteristic time scales in -2-Eulerian and Lagrangian frames for homogeneous isotropic turbulence. Barotropic quasigeostrophic (i.e. 2D), baroclinic quasi-geostrophic and fully three-dimensional turbulence are considered as crude approximations to large-and small-scale geophysical uid dynamics. The discussion of Eulerian and Lagrangian time scales is facilitated by the considerable attention they have received in the turbulence literature. The subject has been central to the formulation of the cascade phenomenologies (for a review see Lesieur 1990 ) which su ce here. In order for semi-Lagrangian advection to be judged e cient, the range of time scales in the Lagrangian frame must be su ciently smaller than in the Eulerian frame to overcome the computational overhead associated with the method. The fact that semi-Lagrangian schemes have a larger computational cost per time step than Eulerian schemes is mainly due to the requirement for accurate interpolations of the advected elds and the integration of Lagrangian trajectories (Staniforth and Côt e 1991) . Some progress can also be made on the inhomogeneous case with stationary forcing in the Eulerian frame which is also discussed.
Our goal here is to couple theoretical and numerical considerations in a fair examination of advection schemes. It has been a longstanding tradition in computational science to take advantage of one's knowledge of the statistics of the solution in optimizing the numerical approach. With this in mind we note that signi cantly three-dimensional ows are rendered even more di cult for semi-Lagrangian advection by the presence of departures from quasi-geostrophic dynamics, such as vortex tube stretching. In this setting the energy spectrum E(k) becomes more shallow, implying a di erent time scale ratio in the Eulerian and Lagrangian frames. It will be shown that this also reduces the advantage of the Lagrangian frame. Consequently, cost-e ectiveness may be severely affected when applied to more general ows.
It is emphasized that semi-implicit treatment of wave modes (Robert 1969, Kwizak and Robert 1971) is not discussed in this work. Although semi-Lagrangian and semiimplicit schemes can be used in conjunction, they are completely independent. In the -3-case of fully compressible models with impossibly large acoustic frequencies, there is little choice but to employ the semi-implicit method. However, the use of larger time steps it a ords should not be incorrectly attributed to semi-Lagrangian advection. We evaluate the cost-e ectiveness of only the latter. Whether these e ciency considerations are crucial or inconsequential obviously depends on the percentage of e ort spent on advection in a particular modelling application. In current NWP models this varies around 20-30% (e.g. Ritchie et al. 1995) and in purely uid-dynamical or chemical transport models it is much greater. In any case, it has traditionally been argued that the cost of the advection algorithm is an important consideration (e.g. Staniforth and Côt e 1991) .
A reviewer has argued that, other considerations being equal, longer time steps result in fewer invocations of the physical parameterizations, corresponding to an increased computational e ciency. Physical parameterizations are made as a function of the dynamical variables. If these are varying too rapidly to be accurately resolved by a given time step, then the physics ought to be too. Otherwise, the physics will have a di erent functional dependence on the dynamical variables and will not be the parameterizations envisaged by their authors. If, on the other hand, the parameterizations depend on relatively slowly-varying quantities, then they can be updated less often than the dynamics. It serves no purpose to combine an inaccurate treatment of the dynamics with state-of-the-art physics. In fact, time tendencies induced by the physics are often quite large, but growth saturates relatively quickly. As a result, physics packages often impose their own upper limit on the time step.
The next section introduces several semi-Lagrangian schemes and an analysis of their computational cost in 1, 2 and 3 spatial dimensions. We then proceed to determine the lowest cost algorithms. Computational cost is characterized in terms of the number of oating point operations ( ops). An operation count provides a good indication of expected execution time, although actual performance of an algorithm may be -4-in uenced by other factors such as memory latency and data locality on cache-based computer architectures. Accuracy is also considered for the case with the operation count most favorable to the semi-Lagrangian method, which is 1D uniform advection of a passive scalar. It is found that the semi-Lagrangian scheme with cubic interpolation shows no signi cant accuracy advantage when compared to centered nite di erence schemes at equal computational e ort. Section 3 uses simple cascade phenomenologies to deduce Eulerian and Lagrangian time scales for various types of ow. Once these are obtained they are compared with the computational overhead of the schemes in order to evaluate whether the time step advantage to the Lagrangian frame overcomes the computational overhead required to get there. Section 4 examines the case of stationary forcing in the Eulerian frame such as topography or slowly-varying surface uxes. Here it is found that time scales in both frames are identical and semi-Lagrangian schemes cannot be cost-e ective. The conclusions are listed in Section 5.
Semi-Lagrangian Advection
The CFL (Courant, Friedrichs and Lewy 1928) condition ensures that the domain of dependence of the analytical solution of a hyperbolic PDE is contained in the domain of dependence of the numerical solution. In general, this is a necessary condition for numerical stability speci ed as an upper bound on the Courant number C = juj t= x < 1. The CFL bound limits the maximum allowable time step in explicit nite di erence schemes and it is for this reason that semi-Lagrangian schemes were originally introduced (Fj rtoft 1952; Wiin-Nielson 1959; Sawyer 1963) . Such methods are interpreted below as shifting the numerical domain of dependence, in the form of a nite di erence stencil, to the grid cell containing the upstream departure point of the uid particle trajectory in the Lagrangian reference frame. The advection equation is
-5-where the velocity vector is constant along trajectories dx dt = u( x; t ):
To obtain at a grid point x, a two-time-level semi-Lagrangian scheme integrates along a uid particle trajectory originating at the departure point ( x ; t n?1 ) and terminating at the arrival point ( x; t n ) ( x; t n ) ? ( x ; t n?1 )
where x = x ?~ . According to (3) the value of at the arrival point is simply its value at the departure point. Thus, numerical interpolation is often used to compute ( x ; t n?1 ), since a departure point generally lies between grid points. In essence, the method depends on an accurate computation of the displacement~ . For a three-timelevel scheme, Robert (1981) proposed an O( t 2 ) accurate approximation of ũ k+1] = t u ( x ?~ k] ; t n ? t );
where the midpoint velocity u( x ?~ ; t n ? t ) is obtained by interpolation. The approximation (4) is an implicit midpoint integration method combined with a xed point corrector iteration and several lower cost alternatives are discussed below. Given an initial guess~ 0] = t u( x; t n?1 ), Pudykiewicz et al. (1985) showed that a necessary condition for convergence is that the velocity gradient satisfy t @u @x < 1
and that two iterations are normally su cient. Smolarkiewicz and Pudykiewicz (1992) also prove that the condition (5) is su cient to guarantee that trajectories do not intersect during a time step of length t. The two basic steps in any semi-Lagrangian method are therefore trajectory integration and upstream interpolation. We will analyze these steps in turn and summarize their computational costs.
-6-a. Trajectory Integration
The potentially high cost of the trajectory integration method (4) in 3D has been noted by several authors. McGregor (1993) discussed the relationship between the accuracy of the departure point computation and the overall accuracy of a semiLagrangian advection scheme and suggests several low-cost alternatives to the iteration (4). A discussion concerning the trade-o between computational overhead and achievable accuracy for semi-Lagrangian schemes, in particular related to the trajectory computation (4), can be found in a series of articles by Pudykiewicz and Staniforth (1984) , Bates and McDonald (1985) and Staniforth and Pudykiewicz (1985) . Smolarkiewicz and Pudykiewicz (1992) observed that the trajectory integration method (4) The objective in primitive variable formulations of the governing equations is to compute the velocity u( x; t n ) from information at previous time levels. Since the velocity is not available at t n , the above integration schemes are implicit numerical methods. The iteration (5) proposed by Robert (1981) is therefore a nonlinear implicit corrector iteration based on the midpoint method. An initial estimate of the upstream position -7-given by~ 0] = t u( x; t n ? t ) is in fact a rst order predictor of the position x = x ? t u( x; t n ? t )
or zero order estimate of the velocity u( x; t n ) = u( x; t n ? t ). Since the predictor is less accurate than the corrector, several iterations are required in order to achieve O( t 2 ) accuracy (see Gear 1971, p. 114) . In the context of a two-time-level scheme, Temperton and Staniforth (1987) Here again, since the predictor is less accurate than the corrector, several iterations are required (see Côt e 1991, p. 2114) . Smolarkiewicz and Pudykiewicz (1992) note the strong connection with numerical ODE solvers and demonstrate that one iteration of a second order corrector is su cient for O( t 2 ) accuracy when combined with a second order predictor. They also observe that the condition (5) is a necessary condition for convergence of a xed-point predictorcorrector type ODE solver. Malevsky (1996) is employed as a corrector. In numerical simulations of convective turbulence based on the Boussinesq approximation, it was found that one corrector iteration provides su cient accuracy (Malevsky 1996).
-8-
The number of corrector iterations is an important consideration since the operation count increases substantially with each iteration when the velocity is interpolated at upstream points. This clearly depends on the order of the interpolation. McDonald (1987) has shown that formal accuracy is maintained if the order of the interpolated velocity in the trajectory integration is one less than that of the interpolated eld. It has been argued by Temperton and Staniforth (1987) and Ritchie et al. (1995) that linear interpolation is su cient for the trajectory calculation at synoptic scales even though cubic interpolation was used for the elds. The lack of a formal analysis of the e ect on the global spatial truncation error in these studies suggests that this result should not be extrapolated to more general ows. In this context we note that cubic interpolation was used for both the trajectory calculation and elds in the small-scale models of Robert (1993) and Malevsky (1996) . The costs for Malevsky's trajectory computation are summarized in Table 1 , assuming linear, quadratic and cubic interpolation of the velocity. Given the upstream point x = x ?~ , computation of the corresponding grid cell index on a uniform grid requires 3 ops per grid point per dimension. For staggered grids, either separate trajectories must be computed for each of the staggered variables or they are averaged to a single grid (see Tanguay et al. 1990; Robert 1993) . Costs would increase dramatically in the former case.
b. Interpolation in 1D
Consider the application of semi-Lagrangian advection to a passive scalar in 1D. Crowley (1968) showed that when u = u(x; t) is a constant and C < 1, interpolation between grid points leads to Eulerian nite di erence schemes. By adopting the notation n i = (x i ; t n ), the numerical solution of (1) can be written as 
which is a rst order upwind nite di erence scheme (see LeVeque 1990 and Courant et al. 1952) . Similarly, quadratic interpolation results in the well-known second order Lax-Wendro scheme and higher order schemes can be derived similarly. In the more general case of time-varying u(x; t), semi-Lagrangian schemes are more expensive due to the additional trajectory computation (4). Once the displacement is known, the computational cost then depends on the chosen interpolation algorithm. The cost of 1D Lagrange interpolation for polynomials of degree d can be summarized as follows. The linear combination of basis polynomials appearing in (6) requires d + 1 multiplications and d additions for a total of 2d + 1 ops per advected eld. The denominator factors appearing in (7) can be precomputed. The di erence between the departure point and each grid point can be computed at a cost of 1 op per grid point.
A basis polynomial l j (x) requires d ? 1 multiplications for the numerator and one division by the denominator for a total of d + 1 ops. Since d + 1 basis polynomial are required, the total cost is (d + 1) 2 ops per grid point. These costs are tabulated for d = 1; 2; 3 in Table 2 and are used later in the analysis of cascade interpolation schemes. where f 1; x; y; x 2 ; xy; y 2 : : : ; x n y m ; : : : g is a set of basis polynomials. A unique polynomial can be constructed by choosing the coe cients a nm such that they satisfy (M + 1) (N + 1) interpolation constraints or degrees of freedom speci ed by the points p(x i ; y j ) = ij . E cient algorithms for computing p(x; y) rely on an appropriate set of basis polynomials and by reducing the number of points, a non-unique polynomial of lesser degree can be constructed. For example, the scalar eld (x; y) can be expanded in terms of bilinear Lagrange basis polynomials l ij (x; y) at four points as follows
The interpolating polynomial can be written as a cartesian product of 1D interpolations in each of the coordinate directions. Linear interpolation at a grid point ( x i ; y j ) in the rst coordinate direction corresponds to 
Clearly, the rst three terms above represent a 2D Eulerian linear upwind nite di erence scheme. Bilinear interpolation now leads to the inclusion of a cross term and a corresponding increase in the number of arithmetic operations.
d. Low-Cost Interpolation Algorithms
A survey of di erent interpolators and their numerical properties in the context of Eulerian-Lagrangian methods can be found in Baptista (1987) . For piecewise polynomial interpolation at the foot of a characteristic curve or trajectory, there exist several alternative forms of the interpolating polynomial which are amenable to e cient computation. In the case of both uniform and non-uniform grids, e cient algorithms can be derived from the Newton form of the interpolating polynomial and the non-uniform case is discussed in Thomas and Côt e (1995) . On a uniformly spaced grid, the cubic Newton polynomial p(x) at grid points 
For the quadratic interpolating polynomial, i?1 = 0 and i = ?x(1 ?x)=2 and both these coe cients are zero in the linear case. Generalization to higher dimensions is straightforward and a reduction in the total operation count is possible if we are prepared to drop some of the high-order cross terms which do not a ect the global truncation error. Such an approach is described in the recent work of Ritchie et al. (1995) and is attributed to a suggestion by Phillipe Courtier. The computational complexity of the above scheme is simple to determine. The local coordinates (x;ŷ ) take 2 2 = 4 ops to compute. The coe cients i require 2 (3 + 2 2) = 14 ops. Derivatives require 2 3 = 6 ops per grid point to compute. Construction of the above polynomial then requires 3 7 + 2 3 = 27 ops. If several elds are to be interpolated, then some of these costs can be shared. For example, the coe cients i need only be computed once for all elds. Thus, the cost of the 2D scheme for interpolating n elds is 33n + 18 ops. In 3D the scheme requires 7 cubic interpolations and 10 linear interpolations in 1D for a total cost of 7 7 + 10 3 = 79 -13-ops. The operation counts in one, two and three dimensions for linear, quadratic and cubic interpolation are summarized in Tables 3 { 5 . Purser and Leslie (1991) propose a cascade interpolation procedure in which a hybrid Lagrangian coordinate system based on the upstream departure points is introduced. A departure point computation of the form (4) can still be employed, but now the traditional multi-dimensional cartesian-product type interpolation is replaced by a cascade of 1D Lagrange interpolations on hybrid grids. In this case, a computationally e cient form of the 1D Lagrange interpolating polynomial is employed. For 1D cubic Lagrange interpolation on a uniform grid, an e cient computation can be derived for (6) . To analyze the algorithm, let us once again consider the problem of advection in 2D.
The xed Eulerian cartesian grid is represented by the coordinates (X;Ŷ ). Once the upstream departure points are known, they represent a Lagrangian or curvilinear coordinate system (x (X;Ŷ ); y (X;Ŷ )). The cascade algorithm then proceeds as follows. First, the intersection of a line of constant Lagrangian x (X;Ŷ ) with a xed Eulerian Y =ŷ is determined by 1D interpolation between departure points (x ; y ). Here, the authors advocate the use of the same Lagrange interpolating polynomial for both the coordinates and the advected eld (e.g. 1D cubic Lagrange in both cases). This results in hybrid coordinates (x (X;ŷ);Ŷ ). Next, a 1D interpolation of the eld is computed at points (x (X;ŷ);ŷ) using values of (X;ŷ) at Eulerian grid points. The nal step is 1D interpolation of these values along the Lagrangian grid lines of constant x (X;Ŷ ) to obtain (x (X;Ŷ ); y (X;Ŷ )) at the departure points (see Fig. 2 in Purser and Leslie 1991) . The formal order of accuracy for this method is not precisely known, but the authors propose that if the ow is su ciently smooth, then the accuracy would be comparable to that of traditional cartesian product interpolation schemes when interpolating polynomials of equivalent order are employed. However, the authors note -14-that when the ow is highly non-uniform, the truncation error of the cascade scheme is larger than in the traditional approach. It is straightforward to ascertain the computational complexity of this scheme in 2D. Cubic interpolation of the departure points to obtain hybrid coordinates x (X;ŷ) costs 23 ops per grid point (assuming an e cient implementation of the Lagrange polynomial in 1D). If several elds are to be advected, then clearly this is useful since the computation is performed only once for each grid point. Two 1D cubic interpolations of n elds costs 2 (7n + 16) = 14n + 32 ops per grid point. Thus, the total cost of the cascade algorithm in 2D is 14n + 55 ops per grid point to advect n elds. The computational complexity of the cascade algorithm in one, two and three dimensions is summarized in Table 6 . The analysis is based on Table 1 of Purser and Leslie (1991) . Our analysis con rms that the cascade approach is most advantageous in 3D where the cost is considerably less than the`truncated' polynomial algorithm. The cascade approach would be very attractive when a large number of elds must be advected as would be the case in chemical transport models.
To summarize, our analysis of the cost-e ectiveness of semi-Lagrangian algorithms (sec. 3b below) will be based on Malevsky's trajectory calculation since it is both accurate and e cient. Current meteorological models appear to rely on several iterations of the midpoint method and the analysis would be less favorable to semi-Lagrangian advection in this case. We will consider schemes employing either linear or quadratic interpolation in the trajectory computation. Although the former has been used, only the latter guarantees the formal accuracy of a x 3 scheme (McDonald 1987) . For interpolating the advected elds, both the Purser and Leslie (1991) cascade algorithm and the truncated polynomial scheme will be considered at cubic order. The former is more e cient, but its accuracy is unknown, while the accuracy of the latter is clear. In fact, the truncated polynomial scheme, or some variant of it, is most widely used in current models.
-15-e. Accuracy versus Cost It is often stated in the literature that semi-Lagrangian schemes based on cubic interpolation o er the best compromise between accuracy and cost (Staniforth and Côt e 1991) . Often, a comparison is made between a semi-Lagrangian scheme based on cubic interpolation and the classic second-order, centered in time Eulerian`leapfrog' scheme applied to uniform advection. In 1D the leapfrog scheme takes the form 
To evaluate the trade-o between accuracy and cost, we propose that the computational work' W required by a scheme, as represented by the operation count, should be compared with the achievable accuracy. Consider a comparison of advection in 1D between the leapfrog scheme and a semi-Lagrangian algorithm based on a second order predictor-corrector scheme combined with linear interpolation in the trajectory computation and with cubic interpolation of , as reported in Tables 1 and 2 . We assume here that trajectories are computed, as would be the case in realistic uid models. One spatial dimension is the most favorable situation for the semi-Lagrangian scheme since the operation count is only 21 + 7n + 16 = 44 ops (n = 1). However, the leapfrog scheme only costs 5 ops. The work W is inversely proportional to x t and thus x t can be reduced in the leapfrog scheme by a factor of 44=5 = 8:8, such that the same amount of work is performed. For a constant Courant number C = juj t= x, the ratio of work performed at two resolutions is given by 
To illustrate this point consider the uniform advection of a Gaussian hill -16-larger dispersion error, the semi-Lagrangian scheme has an amplitude error. If we now decrease both x and t by the factor q 44=5 so that N = 297, the results are quite di erent. In Figure 1c , it is apparent that the dispersion error has been signi cantly reduced and for the same amount of computation, the mean square error in the leapfrog scheme is less than that of the semi-Lagrangian scheme with cubic interpolation. The argument could be made that an increase in resolution is not practical because there is a corresponding increase in computer memory requirements and that it would be better to do more work at lower resolution for the same accuracy. Indeed, this is the classic space-time trade-o argument in computer science. However, it is not obvious that semiLagrangian schemes o er an advantage over simply replacing leapfrog with a higher order Eulerian scheme (Ostiguy and Laprise 1990) . Furthermore, it has been shown that the computational overhead of semi-Lagrangian schemes increases dramatically in higher dimensions. To make a fair assessment, Eulerian and semi-Lagrangian schemes should be compared on the basis of achievable accuracy versus computational cost. This is standard practice in computational science (e.g. Bates and McDonald 1985; Smolarkiewicz and Grell 1992; Ran ci c 1995) .
Homogeneous Turbulence
Given this quanti cation of the computational overhead we now seek the possible increase in t after transformation to the Lagrangian frame. Once this is known the cost-e ectiveness of semi-Lagrangian advection can be estimated. We begin with the simplest dynamics of relevance to geophysical uid modeling, implying a model with homogeneous turbulence in the smallest scales. Inhomogeneous forcing terms are considered in Section 4 below.
-17-a. Cascade Phenomenologies Consider rst the conceptually-simpler energy cascade phenomenology. In incompressible three-dimensional homogeneous isotropic turbulence, dimensional analysis in the inertial range leads to the Kolmogorov energy wavenumber spectrum, E(k) 2=3 k ?5=3 ; (26) where is the down scale ux of energy and k is the wavenumber. We de ne the integral scale of the turbulence, L as that which characterizes the energy-containing eddies. The Kolmogorov spectrum is valid between length scales smaller than the integral scale, L and yet larger than the scale where molecular agitation becomes important. The peak of the spectrum occurs at k 1 L ?1 , where energy is injected. It is then transferred down scale across the inertial range and ultimately to the dissipation. Dimensional analysis also gives U ( L) 1=3 as the characteristic velocity scale of the energycontaining eddies. Their temporal integral scale is therefore L=U U 2 = . The same spectrum is obtained in the inverse (i.e. upscale) energy cascade of 2D or quasigeostrophic turbulence (Kraichnan 1967; Charney 1971) .
Consider the enstrophy cascade of two-dimensional or quasi-geostrophic turbulence in parallel. Here the spectrum is given by
(27) Kraichnan (1971a) , where is the down scale enstrophy ux, corresponding to . It must be stated that this theoretical spectrum (especially the logarithmic factor) has never been veri ed by direct numerical simulation. However, large-scale atmospheric observations (e.g. Gage and Nastrom 1986) and models (e.g. Basdevant et al. 1981 ) do have spectra approximately proportional to k ? with 3 < < 4. The qualitative conclusions of this study are equally applicable to spectra anywhere within this range. In the enstrophy-containing scales we have ?1=3 and therefore U 1=3 L.
-18-We consider in detail, the variation of time scales over the inertial range, where or is constant. The local velocity and length scale at wavenumber k are given by
(28) where U(k 1 ) = U. We need to express the statistical association between a wavenumber band and its corresponding frequency band, ! f(k). This can be done dimensionally in two ways. In the Eulerian frame the highest frequencies at k occur when eddies of scale L(k) are advected past the xed observer by the most energetic eddies. Therefore, we write
The highest frequencies are seen to be associated with the advection of the smallest eddies by the largest eddies, implying long-range interactions in k (see e.g. Leslie 1973 ).
In the Lagrangian frame this frequency is no longer relevant as the extreme scale separation results in only uniform translation of the small eddy's reference frame. The Lagrangian variability stems rather from local, or short-range, interactions in k. Here, we employ the eddy turnover time which characterizes shearing and deformation of eddies of scale k ?1 by other eddies of similar scale,
Kolmogorov's rst similarity hypothesis corresponds to the empirical conclusion that dynamics in the small scales are not sensitively dependent on the details of the energy injection mechanism. This implies that nonlinear transfer of energy is local in wavenumber. The time scale characterizing energy transfer is in fact the Lagrangian time scale. This must be the case since the rapid advection of small-scale eddies by the largest ones does not lead to deformation of the former. They view the much larger eddies as a uniform advection which leaves their energetics una ected. It is only when shearing and deformation occur in the small eddies' frame that energy is transferred - 
In the 3D Kolmogorov energy cascade range it yields
where
Since ! L di ers from ! L only by an order-one factor at k k 1 , we follow most other authors and use ! L below. The Lagrangian frequency in the enstrophy cascade (32) shows only a weak logarithmic dependence on k in comparison with the 2/3 power law of the energy cascade version (33). In fact, ! L (k) is often approximated as a constant in the enstrophy cascade (Frisch et al. 1974; Holloway and Kristmannsson 1984) . Numerical accuracy criteria can be de ned using these time scales, at least within the order-of-magnitude range of dimensional analysis. Consider an Eulerian numerical -20-model. For accuracy at all resolved scales, a necessary condition is that the time step respect the most restrictive advective time scale, i.e.
where k max = 2 =2 x. This is a dimensional form of the CFL criterion. Strictly speaking, it should refer to the maximum velocity. This inaccuracy of dimensional analysis is due to the fact that the true frequency-wavenumber relation is a distribution. Only the rst moment, or average, of that distribution is obtained here. This is a potential problem since, if the distribution is wide, there may be much higher frequencies present than implied by (29), i.e. U rms vs. U max . For this reason, we view the estimates presented below as yielding only a necessary, but not a su cient condition for cost-e ectiveness of semi-Lagrangian schemes. Note that in this section we have not introduced a discretization and therefore, (34) is not a requirement for numerical stability, but rather a requirement for an accurate resolution of the range of time scales of the ow in the Eulerian frame, or equivalently in either frame when the uid is subjected to a stationary forcing in the Eulerian frame. The latter case will be discussed below.
In the absence of Eulerian forcing terms, the Lagrangian time step must respect
p 2 E(p) dp
At the maximum Lagrangian frequency, the integral in (31) 
(summation convention) where h i denotes a spatial average. This dependence on the root-mean-square velocity gradient is a dimensional form of the convergence criterion (5) proposed by Pudykiewicz et al. (1985) as a limitation to semi-Lagrangian time steps.
-21-Here again, the true criterion should be limited by the maximum j@u i =@x j j. Using (32) and (33) (38) in the enstrophy cascade. It is emphasized that both the Lagrangian and Eulerian criteria are not only stability criteria in the context of speci c discretizations, but were introduced here as accuracy criteria. It should be kept in mind that they have a physical basis. It is due to this physical basis that detailed analyses of particular numerical discretizations show acceptable behavior with respect to analytical solutions only when these criteria are respected. Numerical stability is a separate issue which we do not address. Clearly, in this discussion we have tacitly assumed that we require accuracy at all resolved scales. If not, the resolution might just as well be reduced. A reviewer has pointed out that if the spectral slope is su ciently steep, accuracy may not be required in the smallest scales, since their contribution to the total variance can be neglected. This seems to be the prevailing view in NWP and would appear to be too simplistic. In QG ow for example, the geopotential has a very steep spectrum. However, one can uniquely deduce the vertical motion from it via the !-equation. The latter eld most certainly does not have a steep spectrum and is sensitively dependent on the smallest active scales. Another example is provided by the current interest in potential vorticity as a diagnostic forecasting tool. Relative vorticity is derived from the geopotential via two horizontal derivatives in QG, implying a variance spectrum that is k 4 times that of the geopotential. This also puts much more emphasis on the smallest scales. In more general ows these relationships are not as simple, but there is still little justi cation in sacri cing the smaller scales.
-22-b. The Cost-E ectiveness Calculation
The results of the above analysis were determined by the form of the energy wavenumber spectrum, E(k). This is due to the fact that the Lagrangian frequency (31) can be approximated by a function of k 1 only, if the spectrum is signi cantly steeper than E(k) k ?3 , while it is a function of k only, if the spectrum is signi cantly less steep. This is the limiting case that separates local from non-local transfer. With a steep spectrum, all scales in the inertial range vary with the same time scale in the Lagrangian frame. This ceases to be true for a more shallow spectrum. The central point of this section is that semi-Lagrangian numerics only make sense when the maximum Lagrangian frequency is su ciently smaller than the maximum Eulerian frequency, Uk max , to overcome the computational overhead discussed in section 2. With (37), (38) and the results of section 2, we are now in a position to estimate the cost-e ectiveness of the scheme. Replacing inequalities with equalities (implying maximum time steps) in (34) and (35) 
in an enstrophy cascade. Note that since t E represents the value at unit Courant number, the ratio t L = t E is the maximum Lagrangian Courant number yielding adequate temporal resolution in the form of unit`deformation Courant number'. It is necessary to recall that these are just dimensional estimates, implying that they could be multiplied by unknown order-one factors. However, it will be seen below that this precision is su cient for the cost-e ectiveness calculation. The two curves (39) and (40) are plotted in Figure 2 . Consider a hypothetical model with a maximum length scale ratio of k max =k 1 . The number of grid points required can be estimated crudely since k max = = x and if we -23-are to model disturbances of scale L = 2 =k 1 , then k max =k 1 = L=2 x. Presumably, the domain size is a few L. Suppose we have models with k max =k 1 of 10, 100 and 1000, then for a synoptic-scale model with L 3000 km, as supplied by the deformation radius, then these k max =k 1 correspond to x = 150 km, 15 km and 1.5 km, respectively. On the other hand, if we have a fully 3D model of a thunderstorm at L 10 km, then k max =k 1 = 10; 100 and 1000 corresponds to x = 500 m, 50 m and 5 m.
Numerically the di erence between enstrophy and energy cascades is extreme. In the enstrophy cascade from synoptic scales (40) implies that if k max =k 1 = 10; 100 and 1000, then t L = t E is 6.2, 49.0, 428. Here there is no doubt that the necessary condition for cost-e ectiveness of the semi-Lagrangian method is satis ed. We consider as an illustration the shallow-water equations (n = 3) on a uniform unstaggered grid. As stated at the end of sec. 2d, more than one variant of the semi-Lagrangian method is considered here. Model 1 is the most e cient version retaining formal accuracy at cubic order in space and second order in time. It is composed of a single iteration of the trajectory employing quadratic interpolation (Table 1, 2D using column 7). This is followed by truncated polynomial cubic interpolation of the advected elds (Table 5 , 2D with n = 3). The total op count per grid point per time step for Model 1 is 213, while the corresponding second order leap frog or Adams-Bashforth scheme costs 30. As a result, Model 1 can be deemed cost-e ective if the time step can be pushed beyond the value of 213/30=7.1 times that of the Eulerian scheme. From (40) t L = t E > 7:1 implies k max =k 1 > 11:7. If L = 3000 km, this corresponds to x < 128 km, which is modest by today's standards in regional models such as this. At higher resolutions the semi-Lagrangian model is less expensive than these Eulerian schemes. Now consider Model 2, which is the least expensive variant, but may in certain circumstances have problems, since the formal accuracy is unknown. It consists of the same trajectory calculation, this time using linear interpolation (Table 1, 2D using column 6), as suggested by Temperton and Staniforth (1987) and Ritchie et al. (1995) .
-24-This is followed by the cascade interpolation algorithm of Purser and Leslie (1991) , used to advect the elds (Table 6 , 2D with n = 3). Here the total cost is 151 ops, implying a break-even point at x = 192 km. For either Model 1 or Model 2, there is no doubt that the Lagrangian frame shows a large time scale advantage to the Eulerian frame and that the computational overhead of these schemes can be overcome by the pay-o in time step.
We now perform the same analysis for the 3D thunderstorm model. In the energy cascade k max =k 1 = 10; 100 and 1000 corresponds to only t L = t E = 2:2; 4:6 and 10. Here we consider the fully compressible Navier-Stokes equations (n = 5). Model 1 now costs 752 ops (Table 1, 3D with column 7; Table 5 , 3D with n = 5), while the simple Eulerian schemes cost 75 ops. In order to have an e cient Model 1, we require t L = t E > 752=75 = 10. From (39) this implies k max =k 1 > 1000 and x < 5 m. Such a 3D model would need a grid of (a few times 2000) 3 ! Not surprisingly, Model 2 is considerably less expensive. It can be seen from Table 1 (3D with column 6) and Table  6 (3D with n = 5) that Model 2 costs 369 ops. Here, t L = t E > 369=75 = 4:9 corresponds to k max =k 1 > 119 and x < 41 m, which is a grid of (a few times 240) 3 . However, it should be noted that the linear interpolation used in the trajectory calculation of Model 2 has no formal basis other than its acceptable performance in synoptic-scale models. We wish to caution readers that there is little reason to expect this behaviour in other types of ows.
One could argue that the small-scale model considered above is de cient in that it takes no account of a possible mean ow, U, resulting from advection by the larger synoptic scales. Clearly, U will a ect the results concerning the economic viability of semi-Lagrangian advection only if it is very much greater than the maximum eddy velocities, u max , which we do account for correctly. Due to the intermittent nature of the small-scale ow, it is clear that this is not always the case. Obvious simple counterexamples would include air-mass thunderstorms, hurricanes and tornadoes, where eddy -25-velocities are much stronger than the mean ow. On the other hand, a good example of a small-scale system rapidly advected by synoptic winds would be a squall line, which is e ectively attached to a synoptic-scale front. Even then, in severe events maximum velocities associated with the small-scale circulation are of the same order as the mean ow. In any of these interesting cases our results stand. Even if we do consider a relatively quiescent small-scale computational domain with U u max , a Galilean transformation to the Eulerian frame x i ? U i t would be very much less expensive than discretizing in the Lagrangian frame. In fact, if the reference frame's velocity is taken as the nearest integer multiple of x i = t, then interpolation of topography, surface uxes, etc. is not necessary on a uniform grid. Transforming to the Lagrangian frame in order to remove the CFL criterion associated with the mean ow is considerably more expensive than a Galilean transformation to a new Eulerian frame. The Galilean transformation has the additional advantage that it will keep the small-scale structure of interest within the computational frame longer. This is obviously a concern, since if U u max then the small-scale circulation will be swept across the domain over a time scale that is short compared to its evolutionary time scale.
Inhomogeneous Flow with Stationary Eulerian Forcing
In an energy cascade even homogeneous ow shows such a slight time scale advantage in the Lagrangian frame that the computational overhead of semi-Lagrangian schemes is not currently warranted. Since this is not the case in the enstrophy cascade we examine these ows with an inhomogeneous forcing term, which is stationary in the Eulerian frame.
Consider ow in a layer of average depth H 0 above a topography eld H B (r) such that the uid depth is H(r) = H 0 + H B (r). The inviscid equation of motion is given by the conservation of potential vorticity 
where we have aligned coordinates to follow the large-scale advecting velocity. While the uniform advection of small-scale by the large-scale ow is by no means all of the problem, it is the element that introduces the most restrictive advective time scales.
Since the advecting velocity is uniform, Galilean transformation to the Lagrangian frame, x 0 = x ? U 0 t is straightforward. We transform to Fourier space on a periodic domain via (E) (r; t) = where the term multiplied by^ (H) k is the solution to the homogeneous problem without topography. In the Lagrangian frame the solution iŝ In both cases we can identify terms corresponding to the unforced homogeneous solution and the particular solution that depends on the topographic forcing, h. The di erence is simply in the rapid advective time scale. In the Eulerian frame the advective time scale oscillation is associated with the ow eld, itself, while in the Lagrangian frame the oscillations are associated with the rapid motion induced by the forcing. It is physically present in both frames. For numerical modeling the implication is that the limiting frequency that determines the accuracy time step (! max Uk max ) is identical in both frames.
Conclusions
The semi-Lagrangian method is equivalent to a nite di erence scheme on a stencil that is shifted according to the uid ow. It is expensive due to the necessity of spatial interpolation and the implicit ODE trajectory integration. For C < 1, when compared to Eulerian advection in 1D, the semi-Lagrangian scheme showed no particular accuracy advantage when the most relevant comparison is made, i.e. at equal computational work, W . In higher dimensions the comparison would be less favorable to the semiLagrangian method. With the most e cient implementation of cubic interpolation for the advected elds, combined with the Malevsky (1996) treatment of the trajectory on an unstaggered grid, semi-Lagrangian advection requires 5 { 7 times more work per time step for the 2D shallow water equations and 5 { 10 times more work for the fully compressible Navier-Stokes equations. The range re ects uncertainty in the published literature with respect to the global accuracy of the result.
-28-In the 2D or QG enstrophy cascade the energy spectrum is steeper than k ?3 . Thus, in the Lagrangian frame all scales in the inertial range vary on the time scale characterizing the energy-containing eddies. In the Eulerian frame the most rapid variability is induced by the advection of eddies of a particular scale by the large-scale ow. While this introduces high-frequency variability in the small-scales, it only serves to translate them without altering their form. This becomes increasingly expensive at large resolutions and there is an enormous advantage to discretizations in the Lagrangian frame when the ow is not subject to forcing in the Eulerian frame. In the 3D direct energy cascade, or in the 2D or QG inverse energy cascade, the spectrum is more shallow, resulting in a signi cant spread of Lagrangian frequencies with small scales varying most rapidly. Although variability in the Lagrangian frame remains slower than in the Eulerian frame, the time scale ratio is very much less than in the enstrophy cascade. Atmospheric observations summarized by Gage and Nastrom (1986) show a transition from a k ?3 spectrum to a k ?5=3 spectrum at scales of approximately 300-400 km. Below this scale semi-Lagrangian time steps in homogeneous models will be such that the cost-e ectiveness of the scheme will be marginal at best.
There is another issue that cannot be dealt with adequately here since the current understanding of the subject is very poor. The correct form of the semi-Lagrangian convergence criterion of Pudykiewicz et al. (1985) involves the maximum velocity gradients, just as the correct wavenumber-frequency relationship involves the maximum of a statistical distribution. How the maximum velocity gradient relates to the root mean square considered above depends upon the nature of its distribution. Note that the velocity-gradient variance spectrum, which is proportional to k 2 E(k), is marginally red in the enstrophy cascade and violet in the energy cascade, (i.e decreasing and increasing functions of k, respectively). It has long been known that each step of the cascade process generates intermittency. Therefore, Kraichnan (1967) argued that a quantity whose spectrum is violet shows increasing intermittency as the inertial range is extended (i.e. as the resolution is increased and the dissipation decreased) since its variance is dominated by scales at the high wavenumber end of the inertial range. Large intermittency implies a distribution with wider tails than a Gaussian. This behaviour has been observed in 3D in the laboratory in the form of near-Gaussian distributions for u and approximate exponential distributions for @u i =@x j (e.g. Anselmet et al. 1984) . In the 3D energy cascade the highly intermittent velocity gradients will result in extremal values that can be orders of magnitude larger than the root-mean-square values considered here. Consequently, the semi-Lagrangian time step limitation in 3D will be even more stringent than described above.
The approximation of atmospheric ows by homogeneous isotropic turbulence is clearly an extreme one. The true dynamics are rotating strati ed turbulence (see Bartello 1995 for a reference list). In this setting, as in the QG case considered above, potential vorticity, P V is conserved by each uid element. However, in primitive equation models there are degrees of freedom which do not contribute to the P V . If Rossby and Froude numbers are su ciently small these propagate as waves, while the other (rotational) degrees of freedom are non-propagating modes. Since the P V constraint implies that waves travel through the uid without inducing any net ow, variability in the Eulerian frame occurs on the same time scale as in the Lagrangian frame. Therefore, evolution in the Lagrangian frame can only be slower for the rotational modes, whose dynamics are dominated by advection. Traditionally wave motion has been considered noise in large-scale models and is not treated accurately at all when semi-implicit methods are combined with large time steps. However, it will be necessary to select time steps for accuracy of at least the slower waves in meso-and small-scale models, where Rossby and Froude numbers are larger and rotational-wave mode interactions are important.
It was stated above that energy is transferred on the Lagrangian time scale in homogeneous turbulence. This is no longer true in the presence of inhomogeneous -30-stationary forcing in the Eulerian frame. In this case, the advective time scale is imposed on the ow, even in the Lagrangian frame. Consider the wake for example. The nature of the solution, e.g. the sequence from laminar ow to Von K arm an vortex street to turbulent wake, etc., depends on the Reynolds number. For a given uid viscosity and obstacle size the Reynolds number depends only on the relative velocity. A model formulated in the obstacle's frame is Eulerian and therefore limited by the CFL criterion. In a model set in the upstream ow's frame, the obstacle appears as a forcing term which acts on the advective time scale. Either way, the advective time scale must be resolved, implying an adherence to the CFL. It is the advection past the obstacle that causes the velocity shear, which drives the downstream velocity uctuations. Therefore, the e ect of the obstacle on the ow cannot be absorbed into a coordinate change in the way that the advective time scale was removed from energy considerations in the homogeneous case. Since topography introduces a forcing that cannot be \transformed out", meso-and small-scale models will be required to respect the CFL condition. If not for numerical stability, then for accuracy (see also Pinty et al. 1995) . In this setting the added expense of semi-Lagrangian schemes can hardly be justi ed.
In summary, it has been demonstrated that i) Semi-Lagrangian advection costs 5-10 times more than simple second-order leapfrog (or Adams-Bashforth) advection. From an accuracy standpoint, the same investment in computational e ort would produce a similar improvement in the Eulerian schemes.
ii) the enormous time step advantage of semi-Lagrangian schemes when the spectrum is steep, as in enstrophy cascades, is not realized when the spectrum is shallow, as in energy cascades. In the atmosphere, this occurs at scales below 300-400 km. SemiLagrangian models with a signi cant portion of their scale range in this regime will be ine cient.
-31-iii) the presence of highly-intermittent velocity gradients in 3D will provide severe limitations on the semi-Lagrangian time step. iv) wave propagation implies identical time scales in Eulerian and Lagrangian frames. If the gravity-wave component of the ow is to be treated accurately, then models must respect t < x=c p , where c p is the gravity-wave phase velocity. v) stationary forcing in the Eulerian frame imposes the advective time scale on the ow, even in the Lagrangian frame. These points are completely consistent with the fact that semi-Lagrangian schemes have been shown to be cost-e ective in low-resolution large-scale models with quasigeostrophic dynamics, in that a much larger time step can be employed. It is argued that this is the historical context in which they were developed and compared with Eulerian schemes. In addition, there are meteorological situations where the scheme may still be advantageous. For example, the extreme strati cation of the stratosphere combined with the relative weakness of topographic e ects at these altitudes may make the scheme ideal. At the same time, there is reason to believe that below the synoptic scale in the troposphere, the cost-e ectiveness is severely reduced, if not eliminated entirely. Thus, a careful re-examination of the method is called for before application to meso-and small-scale meteorology. 
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